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AO2 - Experimentation and 

Design Ideas

You must produce a set of initial designs for your 

final piece.

The designs should be in full colour and drawn 

accurately.

The designs should be annotated explaining 

material, process and imagery choice.

Designs should include imagery from your drawings, 

mood board or own photographs.

Your designs must be inspired by at least 1 of your 

artist choices in terms of concept, material or 

process.

You should then produce a range of 

samples/experiments where you start to explore 

different material, processes, techniques, 

compositions and image choices - starting to bring 

your initial designs to life

You should then refine your ideas by producing a 

final design. This should be detailed, accurate, 

completed in full colour and annotated.

AO1- Artist Research 

You must develop ideas/artwork informed by artists relevant to your chosen 

theme/project. You could be inspired by the artist in terms of the concept, colour 

palette, process, technique or material choice. The artwork you produce however 

must not be a direct copy of the artists work. 

Written analysis of their artwork should make reference to the formal elements (line, 

shape, tone, colour, texture, pattern and form.)

You must give examples to back up your points and explain the effect this would 

have on the viewer/audience.

You must give your opinion of the artwork/artist and explain how it has inspired 

you/informed your own artwork or decisions.

The investigations should be produced with a high level of skill (using an 

appropriate media choice.)

The artwork can use your own imagery/photography and should be a creative/ and 

original response.

The presentation of your research should be sympathetic to the chosen artist, 

demonstrating creativity, detail and thought.
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AO3 - Recording Observations

Your sketchbook should include skillful drawings demonstrating 

accurate shape, a wide tonal range tone and texture. These could be produced in 

pencil, biro, paint, colour pencil or mixed media.)

All drawings should be relevant to your projects theme or starting point.

A mood board should display a range of good quality imagery 

relevant to the projects theme/starting point. The mood board must be annotated to 

explain your theme and your choice of imagery. 

You should take your own photographs recording observations relevant 

to the project.

Annotations must explain your thoughts and intentions at each stage of the project. 

All written work must be fluent and accurate.

You should produce drawings from your own photographs or use your own  

photography within your  experiments, design work or final piece.

AO4 – A Personal Response

(Final Piece)

Your final piece should demonstrate a high level of 

skill in your chosen media eg (drawing, painting, 

ceramics, textiles, Photography or mixed media.)

Your final piece should be imaginative and original.

Your final piece should be personal and informed 

by the research in your sketchbook.

Your final piece should make reference to your own 

photographs and/or drawings.

It should be informed by the work of one or more 

artists in terms of materials, process, 

or concept. 

Your final piece should also be a clear development 

from your design work.

Your thoughts, intentions and reflections 

could be documented in a project statement of 

intent and evaluation.



HOMEWORK

Art homework at KS4 is set once a week. Students 

should spend approximately 60 minutes 

completing their homework.

All work completed during KS4 is coursework. 

Homework therefore will be a continuation of the 

students GCSE sketchbook and portfolio work. 

Homework will include the following types of task:

• Observational drawings

• Creation of mood boards

• Taking photos

• Mind maps

• Artist analysis

• Initial and final designs

• Annotations

• Sampling

• Presentation of sketchbook pages and design 

boards.
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READ: 

The Artist - magazine
A source of inspiration and advice for artists.Written 

for artists, by artists.

Apollo - magazine
Art news, comment and reviews.Exclusive interviews 

with leading artists, curators and collectors.

EXPLORE:

studentartroom.com

BBC Bitesize KS4 Art and Design

VISIT:

Whitworth Art Gallery

Manchester Gallery

Liverpool Tate


